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 The core programming language is LabWindows™, a programming environment based on LabVIEW™. The... Imagine an
enhanced operating system that would provide real time data and event capture. For security, emergency responders,

business/consumer users, and the government need a system that is virtually indestructible, but reliable, highly available, with...
LabCenter Automation Pro and Laboratory Manager are the most powerful on-line data acquisition, integration and analysis

tools on the market. These products provide the tools for recording, storing, and reporting biological or chemical data from any
lab instrumentation... LabManager is an open source web based solution that allows the user to connect to and manage
laboratory instruments from anywhere on the web, either by using their own computer or mobile device. It provides a

centralized database that allows the user to track... Exocell GmbH, the leader in automated optical testing, now offers Version
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11.4, its premiere detection and characterization tool, SCORPION. SCORPION is a state of the art, automated, cell
density/viability based, high throughput, toxicology assay system.... Trilogic Instruments is pleased to announce that it has been

nominated for the Excellence in Testing (ET) award in the category of "Automation - Hardware/Software" at the 2012
International Commercial Therapeutics Testing (ICT) Awards, taking place in... Exocell GmbH, the leader in automated optical

testing, is pleased to announce that it has been nominated for the Excellence in Testing (ET) award in the category of
"Automation - Hardware/Software" at the 2012 International Commercial Therapeutics Testing... Academic science is in a race
to provide a robust platform that allows for the easy integration of laboratory protocols with open source, web-based solutions.
The introduction of LabWeb/CVI enables integration of existing protocols with web-based systems... Academic science is in a

race to 82157476af
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